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IKTRODUCTION
The standardization and inspection of farm products
are-among the principal functions of the Agricultural
Marketing Service.

The functions are essential to

efficient marketing and distribution.

Hereafter, the

abbreviation A. M. S. will be used to indicate the
Agricultural Marketing Service.
G-rading and inspection are the activating forces of
any standardization program.

Inasmuch as A. M. S. stand¬

ards for farm products must take into account significant
gradations in quality, they differ from the minimum
standards established under the Food and Drugs Act.

The

standards of grade for canned fruits and vegetables must
differentiate the full range of quality in any specified
commodity.

It is the function of the Processed Foods

G-rading and Standardization Section of the A. M. S..to
inspect canned fruits and vegetables according to the
existing standards of grade.

The standards must be

uniform; however, in reality, they are uniform only to
tne extent that they are interpreted accurately and
applied consistently.
This particular investigation is a survey of U. S.
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grade labeling of canned fruits and vegetables and its
effects on the producer and consumer.

It was not until

June 30, 1939f that the Agricultural Marketing Service
was authorized to grade and certify canned fruits and
vegetables packed under continuous factory inspection in
terms of U. S..grades.

Gontinuous inspection means

that Government inspectors are on duty at all times in
the cannery.

The raw material, and the manufacturing

process all along the canning line are subject to
continuous inspection by the Federal inspectors, stationed
in the plant, who observe each step in the operation and
subsequently certify the grade of each lot of canned
goods.

Ganners operating under this new experimental

procedure of the Service have the privilege of putting
certified U. S. grade statements on their labels.
Even though the canning trade has faced many changes'
in recent years, no single action has been of more
significance to the entire food industry than was this
legislation permitting the use of U. S. grade labels on
a purely voluntary basis.

This innovation, therefore,

and its influence on the merchandising of canned food,
are the subject which is to be taken into consideration.
In the treatment of this survey the scope of the
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grading work of the Agricultural Marketing Service will
be explained.

The discussion will include the four

general grade classifications. A, B, C, and Substandard,
the commodities for which grades have been established,
the grades for frozen and dried fruits and vegetables,
and the function of continuous factory inspection and
U. S. grade labeling*
One of the most important phases of the problem is
to study the reaction of the canning trade to U. S. grade
labeling of canned foods.

This includes the attitude of

those plant operators, who are packing under the contin¬
uous inspection service, towards the experiment; and the
attitude of those canners packing canned foods, having
established brand names, towards U. S. grade labeling*.
A study of the consumer reaction to U. S. grade
labeled canned goods may determine whether consumers
prefer products conventionally labeled with brand names;
or prefer more specific information as to the actual
grade of the product, with special emphasis on those
products packed under the continuous inspection program.

s
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PURPOSE
The. actual purpose of this survey is to determine
whether or not continuous factory inspection will assist
in a more satisfactory marketing of agricultural products
for the benefit of the consumers and the producers#
In order to produce a good quality canned food one
must use good quality raw stock.

Therefore, a canner

packing for quality is in the market for fresh fruits and
vegetables which of necessity have to be of just the right
maturity, color, and size.

Since it is more difficult for

the farmer to grow crops which have all the attributes
that the canner is seeking, he is paid on the basis of
quality.

This quality basis of payment by the packer

creates a goal for the grower; the better the quality of
the farmer's crops, the greater will be his income.
*

Thus, a canner operating under the continuous inspec¬
tion program creates a demand for agricultural products
of good quality so that he can pack advantageously.

The

consumer, on the other hand, is made aware of the quality
of the contents of a can by its U. S. grade label.

As

more U. S. grade labeled commodities become available on
e

the market, the consumer may be educated to buy on the
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basis of quality rather than of trade name.

Any increase

in demand for graded merchandise should, in turn, create
a larger market for canned foods.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Because of its comparatively recent inception, little
literature has been published to date on U. S. grade
labeling and its effects on the producer and the consumer*
Much of the material reviewed here is in the form of
bulletins and publications issued by the Agricultural
Marketing Service of the United States Department of
Agriculture.. The remainder of the literature cited is
tne reaction of individual canners packing under this ser¬
vice.
Rogers (1941) believes that A. M. S. inspection and
grading will benefit the entire industry.

Stanton (1941)

feels certain that operation under A. M. S. has improved
employee efficiency and morale, raised the quality of the
products packed, increased brand acceptance, and stabilized
the market, all at moderate cost.

Kok (1941) reveals that

The United Products Corporation builds buyer and consumer
good will with the A. M. S. insignia on its own labels.
Myers (1941) claims that buyers haggle less over the price
of foods packed under A. M. S. inspection, and, therefore,
canners do not have to lower quality to meet price.
Miller (1941) discussed the background of the canning-
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industry and the effect upon it of voluntary Government:,
grade labeling.

Clark (1941) considers that the Service

provides an opportunity for U. S. graded products to
gain extra recognition in a competitive market.
Winebrenner (1941) feels that continuous inspection offers
a new service to the consumer.

Berry (1941) believes

that inspection aids sales.
Williams (1941), in two different addresses, discussed
the background of the Agricultural Marketing Service and
the hature of the experiment in grading canned fruits
and vegetables in terms of U..S. grades.

Viehmann (1940),

Chew (1940), Williams (1940), and Kitchen (1940) all
contributed material on the organization, standardization
and inspection of farm products and its relationship to
the marketing problems.
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Historical Background
In order to understand the workings of the contin¬
uous inspection experiment of the Agricultural Marketing
Service, and the grading of canned fruits and vegetables
in terms of U. S. grades, it is essential to review the
history of the standardization of farm products.
Standards have been formulated for such farm products
as grain, cotton, tobacco, dairy and poultry products,
meats, and fruits and vegetables.

In some cases obser¬

vance of these standards are compulsory if the product is
sold by grade designation and is shipped in either inter¬
state or foreign commerce.

The use of standards has been

established for the purpose of evaluating products in
terms of the definitions of a series of quality grades.
The chief value of uniform grades is to provide a basis
for merchandising agricultural products according to their
quality.
Before Federal standards for farm products were
devised about thirty years ago, and before these standards
were made generally available throughout industry, certain
individual states, trade associations, and chambers of
commerce had developed their own local standards.

The
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great number of standards in use at that time, and their
complete lack of uniformity, caused constant misunder¬
standing, innumerable disputes, and an unnecessary loss
of time and money to producers, dealers, and consumers.
The gradual specialization of methods of production, the
increasing scope of the markets, and awakening of
consumers1 interest in buying for value, greatly intensi¬
fied the problem.

Producers felt the need for Government

standardization and for a method of certification of
quality, because of the need for more uniform price quo¬
tations at the different markets and for a more accurate
method of determining the value of farm products in
warehouses as a source of credit.
The birth of the present day Processed Foods G-rading
and Standardization Section of the Agricultural Marketing
Service goes back to the Warehouse Act of 1916.

This Act

required a statement of grade on Federal warehouse receipts
as a means of determining the value of stored commodities..
Thus, by means of these warehouse receipts, a canner can
borrow money on his canned goods stored in a warehouse,
bonded by the U. S. G-overnment.

G-radually, steps were

taken to set up arbitrary standards by which the valuation
of the canned fruits and vegetables as collateral could
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make loans to help finance their business.

This condition

existed without any Federal sanction until July 1, 1931»
when commercial inspection and certification of canned
fruits and vegetables under the Farm Products Inspection
Authority was inaugurated..
In the previous year, 1930, the Perishable Agricul¬
tural Commodities Act came into force.

This Act is doing

much to suppress unfair and fraudulent practices in the
marketing of fruits and vegetables in interstate and
foreign commerce.. The Act itself requires that all com¬
mercial merchants, dealers, and brokers shall be licensed.
These various statutes, together with authority
carried annually in the Appropriation Act for the U. S.
Department of Agriculture to formulate standards for
farm products and to inspect and certify to their quality
and condition, furnish the background for the standard¬
ization and inspection work of the Agricultural Marketing
Service..
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G-rowth of Canning
The question of grades for canned products was not
important years ago when the housewife did most of the
canning of fruits and vegetables.

As the commercial

canner gradually took over most of the work, however, he
soon realized that not all of his pack could be of one
quality because of the variation of crops in quality and
maturity.

The canner, therefore, arbitrarily segregated

the various qualities into such groups as Fancy, ExtraStandard or Choice, Standard, and Substandard.

At the

same time, he thought it best to distinguish his goods in
some other way so that his products might be easily iden¬
tified and remembered.

This is how '’brands’1 originated.

The wholesaler followed this same practice, and developed
brands of his own for the various qualities he sold.

In

fact, when the wholesaler found it difficult to sell a
given brand to more than one retailer in a town, he
developed more brand names.

Today, therefore, there is

merchandise of identical grade, often packed in the same
factory, selling in stores in the same town under differ¬
ent brand names and with a wide price range..
Some studies have shown that there are more than
10,000 brands of canned fruits and vegetables on the mar-
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ket.

It would be well to remember that every one of the

10,000 brands can be put into one of the four grades or
qualities•
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The Scope of the Grading Work of the A* M. S.
Quality standards for the various food products have
been established by the Agricultural Marketing Service of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

These standards are

drawn up with full recognition given to the standards of
fill, identity, and quality as set up by the U. S. Food
and Drug Administration under the authority of the Federal
Food and Drugs Act.
The fourth revision (1937) of the McNary-Mapes
Amendment to the Federal Food and Drugs Act established
standards for canned peaches, canned pears, canned apricots,
canned cherries, canned red-sour pitted cherries, canned
tomatoes, canned peas, and canned-dry peas.

The revision

also fixed standards for fill of container for canned
mushrooms and for all canned foods. The standard require¬
ment for fill of container is that canned food is of
standard fill when neither the head space nor the amount
of water, brine, sugar solution, or other packing medium
is excessive.

The form of statement for canned foods

which fall below the standards of quality and condition
shall consist of the name of the product, and immediately
above or below, and parallel to the name, a legend in the
following form:

a rectangular box with a solid border
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containing as a first line the words "Below U. S. Standard,"
and as a second line the words "G-ood Food - Not High G-rade."
Canned foods which fail to meet the standard for fill of
container shall bear the substandard statement in the man¬
ner prescribed above; except that the second line shall
be:

(1) In the case of excess head space—"Slack Fill."

(2) In the case of excess packing medium—"Contains Excess
Added Liquid."

The standards of quality as promulgated

by the Food and Drugs Act differ from the quality stand¬
ards of the A. M. S. in that the former deal with those
conditions which place canned foods in the substandard
category whereas, the latter deal with canned foods which
are above substandard in quality..
The quality standard for a given food is based on
such factors as analysis of the physical characteristics
of the commodity, and the experiences of farmers and the
trade in handling the commodity, and of consumers purchas¬
ing it.

Due consideration is also given to marketing

practices, and tests are made to determine the practica¬
bility of standards for use under commercial conditions.
A standard is first developed in tentative form, and
is later revised as the result of experience that is
gained through its use in marketing channels.

Even after
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a standard has passed beyond the first stage, it is con¬
stantly subjected to repeated study and revision as the
occasion demands.

As new and significant changes are

devised in production, as refinements are developed in
methods of testing and analysis, as merchandising practices
are modified, and as shifts occur in consumer preferences:,
the existing standards of grade are revised accordingly.
The grade standards of the A. M. S. are used in
inspecting and grading canned, dried, and frozen fruits
and vegetables, the deterioration in storage is usually
very gradual, so that these products may be inspected for
grade at the factory or the warehouse.
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Th© Pour Quality Classes
The Agricultural Marketing Service of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture has developed four quality
classes for canned fruits and vegetables which provide
both the consumer and the trade with definite means of
identification.

These grades are:

Grade A (Fancy),

Grade B (Extra-Standard or Choice), Grade C (Standard),
and Substandard.

With certain fruits the classification

of products falling in the Substandard category has been
further broken down into grades D, E, and F.

Whatever

the brand name may be on a can, its contents can be placed
in one of these four classifications:
Grade A (Fancy)
Canned products in this grade are of excellent
quality, carefully selected as to size, color, degree of
maturity, and freedom from blemishes.
solid, highly colored, and ripe.

The fruits are

They are almost always

packed in syrup which may be extra-heavy, heavy, medium,
or light, although for certain purposes the fruits may be
packed in water.

This grade of canned vegetables consist a-

of the most tender and succulent products.
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Grade 3 (Extra-Standard or Choice)
Tile products in Grade B are of excellent quality
throughout, though not quite so well selected as Grade A
products are in color, size, and maturity.

Grade B canned

iruits are we11-developed and well-colored, and are packed
in syrup or water as specified for Grade A.

Grade B

canned vegetables are not quite so succulent and tender
as those in Grade A.
Grade G (Standard)
The products in this group are of good quality but
not uniform in color, size, and maturity as are Grade A
or B products.

Grade C canned fruit may not be so highly

colored, or so carefully selected as to size and symmetry,
and though mature may vary somewhat in degree of maturity.
The fruit may be packed in syrup or water.

Grade C veg*-

etables in some cases may have more food value than either
Grade A or B, as they usually are more fully matured.
Substandard
Some canned fruits and vegetables that fail to meet
the requirements of Grade G in certain respect-s may be
wholesome, nutritious, and acceptable in flavor; and if
labeled to meet the requirements for such foods as

Table 1
Commodities for which Grades have been Established

COMMODITY

EFFECTIVE DATE

Apple juice, canned

February 15, 1941

Apples, canned

July 1, 1940

Apples, dried

January 15, 1940

Apple sauce, canned

January 25, 1934;

Apricots, canned

February 1, 1941

Apricots, dried

May 1, 1941

Asparagus, canned

September 15, 1941

Dry beans, canned

January 10, 1934

Lima beans, canned

September 1, 1936

Lima beans, frozen

September 15, 1939

Snap beans, canned

February 23, 1933

Beets, canned

October 1, 1941

Blackberrie s, canned

May 15, 1940

C arro t s, canned

July 1, 1940

Red-Sour Cherries, pitted, canned

July 15, 1941

Cherries, unpitted, sulphured

May 7, 1934

Cherries, pitted, sulphured

May 7, 1934

Sweet Cherries, canned

May 15, 1940

Cream-style Corn, canned

November 22, 1932

Whole-grain Corn, canned

November 22, 1932

Kadota Figs, canned

March 1, 1941

Table 1—continued

COMMODITY

EFFECTIVE DATE

Fruit cocktail, canned

February 1, 1941

G-rapefruit, canned

February 21, 1934

Grapefruit juice, canned

December 15, 1941

Lemon juice, canned

July 1, 1941

Mushrooms, canned

May 15, 1941

Okra, canned

October 18, 1933

Olives, ripe, canned

March 1, 1941

Olives, salt cured, oil coated

November 25, 1940

Olives, Sicilian style, processed

November 25, 1940

Orange juice, canned

January 15, 1941

Peaches, Yellow Clingstone, canned

July 15, 1940

Peaches, Freestone, canned

July 1, 1940

Peanut Butter

January 9, 1941

Pears, canned

May 15, 1940

Peas, canned

May 1, 1941

Peas, frozen

May 25, 1939

Peas, Black-Eye, canned fresh

April 10,

Pimento s, canned

October

Plums (also Italian Prunes), canned

July 1, 1940

Prunes, dried

April 5, 1941

Pumpkin (and Squash), canned

May 15, 1934

Red Raspberries, canned

May 15, 1940

6,

1939

1933

Table 1—continued

COMMODITY

EFFECTIVE DATE

Sauerkraut, canned

February 8, 1933

Spinach (and other Greens), canned

December 1, 1941

Succotash, canned

April 11, 1932

Sweet Potatoes, canned

August 1, 1934

Tomatoes, canned

April 1, 1941

Tomato Catsup, canned or bottled

April 15, 1941

Tomato juice, canned or bottled

August: 29, 1938

Tomato Pulp* canned

January 25, 1934
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established under the Federal Food and Drugs Act, may be
sold on the retail market.
Formulation of Grades
Different factors are considered in determining the
grade for each commodity.

The grade of peas is ascer¬

tained chiefly by considering four factors:

clearness of

liquor surrounding the peas, uniformity of color, freedom
from defects, and maturity.

In grading fruits, the usual

considerations are color, uniformity of size, freedom
from defects, character of fruit, and flavor.

An inter¬

esting difference in grading fruits and vegetables exists
in that the young, tender, most succulent, immature veg¬
etables usually grade highest, while the fully mature, but
not overripe, fruits are usually most desirable.
At this writing, U. S..standards for grades have
been established for the products listed in Table 1.

The

standards for these grades are subject to change without
notice.
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G-rades for Frozen and Dried Fruit a-. and Vegetables
It may be noted from Table 1 that the only dried
fruits for which standards have been promulgated by the
A. M. S. are apples, apricots, and prunes; and that the
only frozen products are peas and lima beans*. Mr. John
E. Dodds, Marketing Specialist of the Washington office,
recently made a trip to the Pacific coast to confer with
the inspection force there with reference to proposed
revision of the standards for frozen peas and lima beans,
and to attempt to draw up standards for frozen spinach,
asparagus, broccoli, snap beans, and Brussel sprouts.
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Grade Labeling versus?U. S. Grade Labeling
Although the U. S. Department of Agriculture has
established standards for Grades A, B, and 0, the canner
may grade his own fruit:, and vegetables and employ grades
that he has set up for his own use.

If, however, he uses

the terms "Grade A," "Grade B," or "Grade 0" on the labels
in designating the grade of any of his products, such
labeled products must meet the requirements for the
specified grade as defined by the Department of Agricul¬
ture; :otherwise producers are liable to the penalties for:*
mislabeling provided under the Federal Food and Drugs
Act.

If a canner so desires, he may use the trained

inspectors of the Department to inspect and to certify
the grade of his product.

The canner pays the fees

required to cover the cost of the service.

In this way

he can obtain an official certificate which will serve in
a court of law as "prima facie" evidence.

The responsi¬

bility for the accuracy of the grade statement on labels
rest solely with the packer, and he is held responsible
in the event his goods are intercepted in interstate
I

commerce and found not to be of the quality claimed on
the label.
In order to assure informative and truthful labeling.
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the A. M. S ••cooperates with the Food and Drug Administra2tion of the Federal Security Agency*

The Food and Drug

Administration makes surveys to determine whether the
grade statementtenappearing on the labels are truthful*
The A. M. S* has participated in such a survey.

Realizing

that grade labeling could be misbranding, 60 cans of
tomatoes, beets, corn, peas, peaches, and grapefruit.whose
labels were marked A, and 12 cans of tomatoes and corn
marked B, were bought in retail stores.

The labels were

11 stripped,” and the cans were graded by inspectors of the
A* M.

S»

in Washington, Chicago, and NewYork.

according to Werble (1941), were as follows:

The results
“Of 60 cans

labeled TA' the graders found only 2? which came up to the
Grade 'A' standards; 29 were found to be Grade *B* and
four were rated as low as *0'.
’B* came out much better.

The 12 cans labeled Grade

Nine of them were found by the

graders to be Grade ®B* in fact, and three came out Grade
1 A*V*
As a result of Federal inspection of canned fruita
and vegetables, the National Association of Food Chains
has recommended that its members adopt a grade labeling
program to conform to the increasing demand for such a
system.

A number of chain-store outlets, including
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Kroger and G-rand Union, are gradually following the trend
towards grade labeling•

The f,A & Pn is extending the use

of grade labels to all of its own private brands for
which standards have been established*

In a great many

instances the f,A & Pn will not buy any canned commodity
unless the packer can produce a certificate of grade.

Gontinuous Inspection
It has already been shown that packers or distributors
may use the Department grades without Government inspection
The entire grading work of the A. M. S. is on a purely
voluntary basis#

Several years ago the problem arose as

to whether packers would be permitted to use the prefix
"II.-S#’* in connection with their grade statements#. At:
that particular time, the Service did not have the means
to provide a service whereby U# S. grade statements could
be incorporated on the labels.

As the requests became

more pronounced, the Service thought it advisable to
experiment in the field of U. S#.grade labeling in order
to determine whether such labeling would command the
support of the consumer and thus promote the sale of more
canned foods and create a wider market for the growers of
the canning crops#.
It was not until June 30, 1939, that an act of Congress
approved rules and regulations governing the grading and
certification of canned fruits and vegetables, providing
also for the certification of U. S. grades under contin¬
uous inspection by the A. M#.S#, and including designations
on the label.
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The Act as It pertains to canned fruits and vegetables
reads in part:

“The act,-— for enabling the Secretary

of Agriculture independently and in cooperation with other
branches of the government, state agencies, purchasing
and consuming organizations - to investigate and
certify to shippers and other interested parties the class,
quality and condition of - fruits and vegetables whether
raw, dried or canned - when offered for interstate
shipment-under such rules and regulations as may be
prescribed, including payment of such fees as will be
reasonable and as ,nearly as may be to cover the cost, of
*

the service rendered; provided, that certificates issued
by the authorized agents of the Department shall be received
in all courts of the United States as 1prima facie' evidence
of the truth of the statement therein contained - ..
Charges for continuous factory inspection and grading may
be made on such contract basis as will reimburse the
M M..S. for the salary and all expenses of the factory
inspector and fees of official grader, to which shall be
added an appropriate percent of charges assessed to cover
as nearly as practicable administration overhead expenses."
This Act, which transfers to the A. M*.S..an author-
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ity once held by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
includes provisions for continuous factory inspection and
U. S. grade labeling on an experimental basis*.
There is some controversy among packers throughout
the country between the exponents of grade labeling and
those of descriptive labeling*. At:present, a- small but
important experimental group of Government-approved
canneries, represented in Table 2, is now operating under
continuous inspection of the A. M. S.

Because of the

experimental nature of the project, only a few canneries
have been allowed to make use of this new service*

Before

any packer is able to take advantage of the continuous
inspection service, his factory buildings and equipment
must be officially approved.

The most sanitary conditions

must be maintained throughout the plant at all times.
Belts and picking tables must be spotless and screening;
is required at certain points in the factory.

Keeping

machinery and equipment cleaned and washed becomes a task
of major importance.

The inspector is obliged to see that

all parts of the factory and all operations actually meet:,
the rigid Government standards of sanitation.

Prom the

time the raw stock enters the plant until the cans finally
emerge from the cooling tank, every operation is under
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the careful observation of a trained Federal inspector*
Representative samples are withdrawn from the warehouses
and graded according to Government standards and U. S.
Department of Agriculture grade certificates are issued
for the entire pack*

Only canned fruit and vegetable

products packed in plants under continuous inspection
may use the U. S* grade label.

(Figure 1.)

1
- •

f

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

u. s.

INFORMATION

/our

CONVENIENCE

Size of Can.No. 2
Net Weiqht

.

.

CUPS
Servinqs ....

.

.

I lb. 3 oz.
Approx. 2'/z

Approx. 5 to 6

t

*

DEWCO CANNED FOODS
are available in the followinq U. S. Grades:
U. S. Grade A or Fancy

PACKED

r
U.S.
I GRADE A I

UNDER CONTINUOUS
INSPECTION OF THE

D,STRIBUTORS AND PACKERS

AGRICULTURAL
MARKETING SERVICE
OF THE U.S. DEPT. OF
L

AGRICULTURE.

A

D.E.WINEBRENNERCO.
Hanover, Pennsylvania

| .

(FANCY)

|

THIS GRADE
OFFICIALLY CERTIFIED
BY THE U. S. DEPT.
L OF AGRICULTURE A

U. S. Grade B or Choice
U. S. Grade C or Standard
Dewco products are packed- under continuous
Government inspection, assuring you that Dewco
foods are handled and prepared under the most
sanitary conditions. Dewco stands for quality and

DEWCO
CUT

REEN BEANS
Figure 1*.

U. S# grade label with the two shields, one

shield indiGating the certified grade, and the other
shield showing that the product was packed under
continuous inspection of the Agricultural Marketing Service

purity. Look for the Government shield on the
can lid. See the Grade on the label.
The lot of which the contents of this can are a
part has been approved and graded as indicated
on this label.
Buy Dewco by Grade and KNOW what you are
buying.
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Plants thus operating have been carefully selected, due
consideration being given to the physical plant properties,
excellence of plant equipment, the plants location with
reference to proximity to canning crops, and the willing¬
ness of the personnel to cooperate with the Service in
improving their productSf.

The A. M. S. feels that it

can ascertain the value of such service by operating in
only a few plants, carefully chosen in representative
parts of the United States and packing a varied line of
products*.
One canning organization. Cherry Growers, Inc., of
Traverse City, Michigan, applied the same summer the law
was enacted for the continuous inspection service.

Five

additional canners operated under the A. M. S. during the
19^0 season.

During the 1941 season eighteen packers,

including several who operate more than one cannery,
utilized this service.

Four additional plants are oper¬

ating in Florida to handle the 1941-1942 citrus pack.
Table 2 lists these packers, the location of their plants,
and products packed.

Table 2
Canneries Operating Under Continuous Inspection

Adams Packing Co., Auburndale, Florida
Bordo Products Co*, Winter Haven, Florida'
McDonald Corporation, Auburndale, Florida'
Mitchell Canneries, Inc., Ft..Meade, Florida
H. C. Baxter & Bro., Brunswick, Maine (Hartland, Maine
plant)
Cream-style corn.
Bercut-Richards Packing Co., Sacramento, California
Tomatoes, baked beans, apricots, asparagus, fruit
cocktail, fruits for salad, peaches, pears, tomato
products, boysenberries, nectarines, and fruit,
nectars.
Curtice Brothers Co., Rochester, New York (Mt..Morris
and Rochester, New York plants)
Cream-style and whole-grain corn, carrots, catsup,
tomatoes, tomato products, peas, snap beans, and*
beets.
Cherry Growers, Inc., Traverse City, Michigan
Sweet!, cherries and canned and frozen red-sour
pitted cherries.
East Jordan Canning Co., East Jordan, Michigan
Red-sour pitted cherries, snap beans, beets, carrots,
and raspberries.
Farm Bureau Fruit Products Co., Lansing, Michigan (Bay City,
Hart, and Coloma, Michigan plants)
Beets, tomatoes, pears, strawberries, cherries, peaches
apples, apple sauce, black and red raspberries, and
blackberries•
Florida Fruit Canners Inc., Frostproof, Florida
Grapefruit juice, grapefruit segments, orange juice,
orange segments, blended grapefruit and orange juice,
blended pineapple and grapefruit juice, and grape¬
fruit and orange segments*.

Table 2—continued

Gibson Canning Co., Gibson City, Illinois
Corn, peas, hominy, spaghetti, pork and beans, red
kidney beans, and Mexican beans.
Marshall Canning Co., Marshalltown, Iowa (Marshalltown,
Iowa and Mattews, Indiana plants)
Baked beans, pork and beans, peas, tomatoes, and
tomato products.
Owatonna' Canning Co., Owatonna, Minnesota
Asparagus, corn, peas, baked beans, red kidney beans,
and pumpkin..
P. J. Ritter Co., Bridgeton, New Jersey
Asparagus, dry beans, and tomato products.
Schuckl & Company, Inc., San Francisco, California (Sunny¬
vale, California plant)
apricots, sweet cherries, peaches, pears, fruits for
salad, fruit cocktail, tomatoes, soups, asparagus,
pork and beans, and baked beans.
Spencer Packing Co., Lebanon, Oregon (Lebanon, Oregon, and
Yakima, Washington plants)
Gooseberries, strawberries, loganberries, raspberries,
youngberries, boysenberries, blackberries, tomatoes,
prunes, pumpkin, cherries, apricots, peaches, and pears
United States Products Corporation, Ltd., San Jose,
California
Fruit cocktail, fruits for salad, apple juice, Kadota
figs, pears, cherries, apricots, peaches, tomatoes,
and artichokes.
The Utah Canning Co., Ogden, Utah (Freewater, Oregon plant)
Peas •
Washington Canners Cooperative, Vancouver, Washington
Apples, apricots, blackberries, pears, prunes.
Wegner Canning Corporation, New York, N. Y. (Eustis, Florida
and Sodus, New York plants)
Grapefruit juice, orange juice, blended grapefruits
and orange juice, carrots, beets, apple sauce, tomato

Table 2—continued

Juice, tomatoes, and red-sour pitted cherries
D. S. .Winebrenner Company, Hanover, Pennsylvania
Peas, snap beans, corn, and tomato juice..
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Certain requirements have to be met by plants par¬
ticipating in the experiment.

The following information

as to the general requirements for plant and equipment,
general operating conditions, code marking and labeling,
and duties of inspectors, is given so as to enumerate
the acceptable standards of plant sanitation required by
the Service.

Nothing contained in the statements that

follow should be construed as modifying requirements
under any Federal or State law applicable to the oper¬
ation of canneries..
Equipment
All exterior openings of the cannery shall be
adequately screened, or otherwise protected from flies
and insects, and roofs and exterior walls shall be tight.
When necessary, fly traps or other approved insect control
devices shall be installed.

Syrup rooms shall be screened.

Receiving shedaaor rooms shall be separate from packing
rooms, and fixtures and equipment shall be so constructed
and arranged as to permit thorough cleaning.

Receiving

rooms and packing rooms shall be adequately lighted and
ventilated, and the floors shall be tight and arranged
for thorough cleaning and proper drainage.

The cannery

shall be equipped so that raw products may be properly
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and expeditiously handled.. Suitable containers, flumes,
chutes, or conveyors shall be provided for washing, clean¬
ing, and maintaining the establishment in a sanitary con¬
dition.

An adequate number of outlets for steam and

water shall be provided.. Adequate toilet facilities of
sanitary type shall be provided, and no toilet room shall
open directly into a room where food is: prepared.

An

adequate number of sanitary wash basins, and a proper
supply of liquid or powdered soap, water, and paper towels',
shall be provided in the packing room..

Hot water shall

be provided when chicken or other greasy products are
handled.

Signs requiring employees handling food to wash

their hands after each absence from post of duty shall be
so posted conspicuously in the cannery.

Equipment shall

be provided for code marking of cans or other containers.
Each exhaust box, cooker, and processing retort shall be
fitted with a satisfactory thermometer.. Suitable space
and laboratory facilities shall be provided for the
inspectors to prepare records and examine samples, and
for the safe-keeping of records.
G-eneral Operating Conditional
From time of delivery to the cannery up to the final
processing, the product shall be handled properly and
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under such conditions as to prevent contamination or
spoilage.. Waste material from sorting "belts or picking
tables shall not be allowed to accumulate in the factory,
and shall be placed in suitable containers for frequent
removal or. shall be removed by flumes, conveyors, or chutes.
Debris or refuse from any source whatsoever shall not be
allowed to accumulate in or about the plant•

The canner

shall require all employees to observe proper habits of
cleanliness, and shall not knowingly employ, in or about
the establishment, any person afflicted with infectious^
or contagious disease.

Medical certificates shall be

furnished by employees if requested.

Material prepared

for canning, being transported from one building to another
before enclosure in container, shall be properly covered
and protected against contamination.

All floors and other

parts of the establishment, including unloading platforms,
and all fixtures, equipment and utensils, shall be
cleaned as often as may be necessary to maintain them in
sanitary condition.

The packing room and equipment shall

be thoroughly cleaned at least once each day during
operation*.

Code Markins and Labeling
Code marks shall be embossed or otherwise placed on
all cans before processing*. Such marks shall show at
least (1) the date of packing, (2) the commodity, (3) the
grade claimed by packer, (4) the size or count of the
product when such product is graded for size, (5) the
type and style of commodity, and (6) the syrup density on
commodities packed in sugar syrup.

The canner shall

furnish the Agricultural Marketing Service with a
detailed explanation of his coding system and the mean¬
ing of each symbol.

All products prepared under contin¬

uous inspection shall be packed in containers bearing an
embossed identification approved by the Service.

In the

case of products packed in glass, the insignia shall be
blown in the cntainer.

If it becomes necessary to use

unidentified containers, because of unavoidable circum¬
stances, it may be done only with the approval of the
<•

Agricultural Marketing Service.

Canners will be per¬

mitted to apply labels bearing the legend "This product
was packed under the inspection of the Agricultural
Marketing Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture" on
all lots of processed foods.packed during the time an
inspector is on duty in the canning plant.

Such lots will
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be sampled and certified aftexr sufficient time has elapsed
to permit equalization of color, syrup, consistency, or
other characteristics*

A record shall be made of all

merchandise not meeting the requirements of the A* M. S.
in some particular instance, such as improper fill,
unsanitary conditions, or failure to observe proper can'

ning procedure.

a

Such merchandise shall not be labeled

with the continuous inspection statement of grade, and
reports shall be furnished to the Department giving
specific information regarding its disposal.
Duties of Inspectors
Inspectors assigned by the Service to each factory
shall make observations necessary to enable them to
certify to the condition and quality of canned fruits
and vegetables to be labeled in the terms of the United
States standards for grades, and to see that the standards
of plant sanitation are maintained.

Inspectors shall not

require changes in methods of processing other than those
required in connection with the proper observance of plant
sanitation and the maintainance of quality in the product..
The inspector shall make routine observations at regular
intervals as to the method of handling the raw products
over the sorting belts from the receiving platform, shall
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and shall observe the condition of the fill at the time
containers enter the exhaust box*

The inspector shall

observe processing and cooling temperatures at regular
intervals, and shall check stacking procedure*

The

inspector shall keep records in detail of all observations
made during the packing operation and of all cuttings
made on mornings following the pack,*

These records shall

be carefully filed for reference at the time of certifi¬
cation*

The inspector shall make a daily report covering

all products packed during each shift, and shall deliver
at least one copy of the report to the canner.

Thus:,

the Agricultural Marketing Service, in its requirements
for plant sanitation, cleanliness of equipment, adequate
processing, and efficiency of operation, is concerned
chiefly with these factors insofar as they effect the
quality of the product•
Once a lot of canned food has been inspected by an
official representative of the Service in a plant: oper/

ating under continuous inspection, it is not subject
to future grading.

All statements on the labels of such

a lot of foods must conform exactly with the statements
of the official certificate of grade for that particular
lot.

Although all foods processed under the continuous
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inspection program have the approved shield (Figure 2.)
embossed on the can lid or molded in the glass container,,
no reference to the Agricultural Marketing Service need
be made on the label,

A V• .S• grade statement is not

required to appear on the label, and no declaration that
the product was packed under continuous inspection is
necessary.

Consequently, the label of the food packed

under this experimental program does not have to differ
in any way from any other label.

It is entirely

optional with the canner or his buyers whether or not
the label will show the inspection shield and legend,
’’Descriptive labeling” in contrast to "grade labeling”
is being proposed by some.,, Efforts are being made to
'7rF'‘

show that there is a conflict between the two.

It is

entirely reasonable to believe that descriptive labeling
goes hand-in-hand with grade labeling.

As early as 1934,

the A, M. S. suggested that the information shown on the
labels should be of two types,
«

1.

A brief, truthful statement of grade in such

terms as Grade A, Grade B, and Grade C,.
%

2,

Such additional descriptive information as may

be appropriate for the product, such as count of pieces
in a can of peaches, sieve size of peas, strength of

I

Figure 2.

Shield embossed on can lid.
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syrup on fruits, number of servings, etc..
It is obvious that some simple designation, such as
A, B, or G, is needed as a'dependable guide to the range
of quality in canned fruits and vegetables.

Descriptive

information alone does not give an accurate picture of
the contents in a can.

Although identical dexcriptive

terms may be used on labels on cans of the same product,
the contents of the cans may be of different grades.

To

be specific, the labels of each of three cans of stringless
beans might have the following descriptive information:
A statement that—
1. The product is stringless.
2. The beans are cut.
3. Salt was used for seasoning.
4. The can is No. 2 size.
5. The color is green.
6. The net weight is 1 lb. 3 oz.
7. The number of servings is approximately 5 to 6..
Thus, the consumer may have no information as to the
quality of the product, although the description on the
label may appear complete.

The same terms may be used

with equal propriety on Grade A, Grade B, or Grade C
stringless beans.
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From this explanation one can readily understand
why descriptive information does not properly serve the
consumer unless it is accompanied by an accurate state¬
ment of grade..

*
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Study of the Reaction of the Producers in the
Canning Industry to U. S*. Grade Labeled Canned Foods
To ascertain the reaction of plants which are
packing under the continuous inspection service, and their
attitude towards the experiment, a survey was conducted*
A form letter was sent out to 17 of the 18 packers of
U. S. grade labeled fruits and vegetables, listed in
Table 2, in order to obtain a first hand account of what
the reactions are to the experiment insofar as it affects
the quality, the consumer appeal, the overall cost, the
merchandising, and the trade acceptance of his products.
The D..E* Winebrenner Company was omitted from the group
since the writer was familiar to them as a former inspector
at the plant *.
In the form letter no mention was made of the
writer*s connection with the Agricultural Marketing
Service.

The omission was deemed necessary to encourage

an honest and more detailed answer to the requested
information.

Nine letters were received in answer to

the 17 sent out*

One of these 9 companies, in answering

the form letter, would not divulge any of the information
requested.

There were many interesting replies in answer
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to the inquiries made.

Some of the more pertinent material

is quoted below..
T. C. McCall, President:of the G-ibson Canning Company
of G-ibson City, Illinois, writes:

"Grade labeling in

itself eliminates practices of unscrupulous buyers in the
rejection of canned foods after same have been received
under the theory that the grade was not up to grade
bought or confirmed.

This has been one of the major

practices of the chiselers for some time, and you can
readily see that with the U.-S. Grade Certificate covering
the merchandise shipped this practice is absolutely elimi¬
nated.. We are not eliminating the featuring of our brands,..
Our brands come first, and the U. S. grade on the label
merely substantiates our claims to the quality and grade.
The inspection service will,.as it becomes more widely
used, assure the consumer that the canned products on her
table have been prepared in a sanitary establishment.

The

inspection service permits the management to have a police¬
man over the various phases of its organization, prohib¬
iting unwarranted practices that would not necessarily
come to the management’s attention."
Mr. Henry W. Hartle, President of the Owatonna
Canning Comapny of Owatonna, Minnesota, summarizes his
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ideas on continuous factory inspection.
From the standpoint of plant operation:
“1*.Federal inspection has the tendency to improve
general sanitary conditions in the plant*.
"2. I believe that there is also an improvement in
the employee*s attitude towards sanitation*
“3* Cooperation between the Federal Inspector and
the plant superintendants has a tendency to segregate
different lots and grades better than formerly;; and
“4..We find that we have more detailed information
on the various items after they have been warehoused.**
From the standpoint of sales, he states:
r,l. The G-overnment grading is very carefully and
accurately performed and conforms fairly well to the socalled present commercial grades;
f,2. If the merchandise is labeled and sold under
U. S. grades and amplified by descriptive terms, I
believe it will be a big improvement over the present
method of labeling and selling.

I feel positive, however,

that grade labeling should be tied in very closely with
descriptive labeling;
”3..For instance, G-rade A might not be the very best,
but it would be excellent merchandise and in all proba-
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bility, and in many instances, much better than the
present so-called Fancy quality of the various canners,'
or jobbers' present brand.

This would also apply to

Grade B and Grade C;
4* In my opinion, tne brand name would remain
dominant even though the label carried the U..S. grade
and shield."
Mr. Hartle offers the following criticism!
"1. Possibly it is too expensive for extremely small
canners;
"2..The Government might have difficulty in
securing competent inspectors;
"3« Some of the present Government grades are too
tight, that is because of so-called 'stoppers'.

For

instance, an excellent can of asparagus can be reduced
to C or second grade because of defects, such as few
too many shattered heads, if more than the tolerance now
allowed, this can would automatically have to be labeled
C."
♦

Bruce H. M. White of the H. C..Baxter & Bros, of
Brunswick, Maine lists the reasons for employing the
Government inspection and U. S. grade label:
1. The inspection of the pack according to our
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experience in 1941 was extremely thorough, fair, unpreju¬
diced and accurate;
M2. The cost of continuous inspection is negligible
compared with the benefits received not only with the
general improvement of conditions around the factory, but
in the accurate segregation of lots of varying quality in
order to obtain a consistently uniform and excellent
product in the fancy grade;:
We believe that labels bearing the U. S* grade
designation are furnishing the consumers of our product,
with a long felt need for accurate information regarding
tne contents of the can and the comparative quality of
the goods;■
”4*.Canned foods which have passed the A*M. S*
inspection and bear the U. S..grade on the label have amuch stronger appeal to the consumer than the brands
without such grades*

We can advertise the goods with

confidence that the quality is as represented and also
with the knowledge that the ultimate consumer is going
to be well pleased with the product and will, after, a
trial, look for U*.S* G-rade A, B, and C on the labels
henceforth.”
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The results of the survey indicate that:
1* The earners expect to continue to operate under
the continuous inspection service,.
2. The experiment in the main is workable,
3•'•The consumer is interested in the continuous
inspection program, but it:, is too early to anticipate the
effect on sales.
4. There is a tendency to improve general sanitary
conditions in the plant.
5# The brand name should be predominant even though
the label has the U.-S. grade and shield.

#

i
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Study of Consumer Reaction to U. S..Grade Labeled Canned Foods
On two occasions earners have resisted attempts to
force them to adopt grade labeling.

First came the Food

and Drugs Law in 1906, the so-called Tugwell Bill.

The

Tugwell Bill would not have been proposed except for the
support of important organizations which had demanded
many of the regulations proposed in the bill.

The failure

of the passing of the bill by Congress halted the first,
attempt at compulsory grade labeling.

Then the N. R. A.

code authority in 1933* acting at the insistence of
consumers and with the approval of President: Franklin D.
Roosevelt, presented the industry with a demand for the
use of A, B, and C grades on all labels.

Both these

efforts at legislation for compulsory grade labels were
attempted because of the insistence of such organized
groups as American Home Economics Association, American
Association of University Women, and League of Women
Voters, all of whom advocated the consumer movement.
The consumer movement came into existence in
organized form more than 20 years ago when the American
Home Economics Association proposed consumer education
in school curricula.

)

Ever since its inception, the
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demand for compulsory A, B, and C grade labels has been
one of the main issues in the organized consumers’ plat¬
form*

The enrollment in the movement has greatly in¬

creased since its beginning, and the demand for grade
labeling has never been relaxed.
Surveys to determine consumer reaction to the U. S.
graded products are being conducted by certain state
universities through their home economics, marketing, or
similar departments*

In time these surveys, if they are

sufficiently extensive, may settle the grade labeling
problem•
A consumer survey is now being completed at
Pennsylvania State College under the supervision of
Dr* Pauline Berry Mack as Director of the Ellen H*.
Richards Institute*. At this writing, the survey has not
been completed, but preliminary results of a consumer
acceptance study made by Dr* Mack (1941) in two SuperMarkets, located in Philadelphia, can be presented at
this time.

A partial statement of the results of her

survey follows.
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U • S. Grade Labeled Canned Food
Consumer Acceptance StudyStore #1
(April 18th to 26th, 1941)
Location of Store-A & P Super Market, 68th & Market Streets,
Philadelphia, Penna.
Cooperative group - Joint Consumer Group, consisting of
Philadelphia Federation of Women's Clubs
The Women's University Club
The Women's Home Defense Association of Philadelphia
Number of customers interviewed - 272
Basis of consumers interviewed for buying canned foodss
at present:
Brand

118

Price

63

Actual Experience

50

Official Grade

35

Recommendation of Sales Person
Recommendation of other consumers

5
1
272

(Above question asked before explanation of grade labeling)
Attitude of consumers interviewed towards grade labeling:
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Interested
Not Interested
Indifferent

216
18
38
272

Choice of consumers after explanation of grade labeling:
Grade labeled merchandise

201

Other popular brands

14

None

57
272

Interesting comments made by interviewers at this store:
1. As far as could be judged, from conversation and
grooming, the class of people interviewed were mostly
middle or above middle class#
2. A great many of the consumers interviewed had
never heard of grade labeling before and were anxious for¬
mer e information; the experiment showed plainly that there
is a great need for consumer education of this subject,
3# Quite a few of the consumers interviewed saw
newspaper publicity and heard radio-spot announcements
in regard to this project and came to see what it was
all about♦
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Consumer Acceptance Study
Store #2
(April 18th to 26th, 1941)
Location of Store-A & P Super Market, 2200 N. Eroad Street^,.
Philadelphia, Penna*.
Cooperative group - Temple University
Number of customers interviewed - 125
Basis of consumers interviewed for buying canned foods
♦

at present!
Brand

34

Price

19

Actual Experience

21

Official Grade

9

Recommendation of Sales Person

6

Recommendation of other consumers

3

Combination

33
125

Attitude of consumers interviewed toward grade labeling
Interested

86

Not Interested

25

Indifferent

14
125

••

(Above question asked before explanation of grade labeling)
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Choice of consumers after explanation of grade labeling:
Grade labeled merchandise

59

Other popular

11

None

55
125

Interesting comments made by interviewers at this store:
1* As far as could be judged, from conversation and
grooming, all classes of people were represented in this;
experiment, the lower class being in the majority.
2.. As in the A & P market at 68th and Market Streets,
this was news to the consumers and they were anxious for
more information..
3.. The attendants at this market were either employed
or at school during the day and were at the market, only
after four o*clock and on week ends, which accounts for
the small number of interviews as compared with the results
at.. 68th and Market Streets* A consumer study of U. S. grade labeled fruits and
vegetables cannot be adequately made at present, inasmuch
as more time is needed to establish the consumer approach
to the problem.

Canners who are packing under the

consumers1 reception of grade labeled cans on the basis
of one season*s pack.. More time is needed to sell the
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SUMMARY
1. A discussion of the Agricultural Marketing
Service is presented#

In 1939 this service authorized

the grading and the certification of canned fruits and
vegetables in terms of U# S. Grade A (Fancy), U# S# Grade
B (Choice or Extra-Standard), and U..S. Grade C (Standard)#
Dried and frozen fruits and vegetables are also graded by
the Agricultural Marketing Service#.
2# At present 22 canners are operating under contin¬
uous inspection,, a service whereby an Agricultural Market¬
ing-Service inspector supervises sanitation and quality
and grades the products as they are packed#.
3*.The packers who have been using this service for
one or more canning seasons are completely satisfied and
intend to continue this type of voluntary government
inspection#
4. .A preliminary consumer acceptance survey shows that:,
the consumer has to be educated to the meaning of U# S#
grade labeled foods#.
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CONCLUSION
There is no question that cans hearing the U. S.
grade shield and the shield designating processing undercontinuous inspection tell their own story, simply and
concisely.

The Agricultural Marketing Service shield on

the label is of greater benefit to the small canner than
to the large canner who is able to advertise his brand
on a national scale.
When the consumer becomes educated to the advantages
of U.-S. grade labeled foods, the entire canning Industry
may voluntarily adopt the requirements of Federal contin¬
uous inspection and grading because of the competition
generated by the preference of the consumer.

The adherence

to the sanitary regulations as set up by the Agricultural
Marketing Service would help, not only in removing undesir¬
able plant conditions, but also undesirable trade practices..
Labels containing U. S. grades and adequate descrip¬
tive information should provide the consumer with a;more
complete knowledge of the quality and contents of canned
fruits and vegetables..
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